1. **Intro**
2. **Learning With Them**
3. **ELA Teacher 1** Morgan- white teachers can teach antiracism
4. **Open & Immerse** video we just stopped.
5. **ELA Teacher 2** Heather Silence is Not Kindness video They are Fully Capable
6. **Culturally Responsive Teaching and Inquiry** video we just stopped
7. **Culturally Responsive Inquiry - Using Community Resources**
8. Librarian Carol **Explore through Gather phases of Gld**
9. **Create Share and Evaluate phases of Gld**
10. **Adapting the Unit for use with your students Unit Plan** video **CRE fluid flexible teaching**

- Links within each post
- Complete unit plan
- Ideas for adapting this unit for use with your students
- Inspired by the text **Dreamland Burning**